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“Rideau Canal Fall” by John Williamson 

Henry’s to highlight 5 November meeting 
   The feature item on our November 
Agenda will be a presentation from 
Henry’s Camera. They will show 
some of the latest models of cameras 
and accessories, tell us what is new 
in photography and follow that with a 
question period. 
   Another item on the agenda is a 
presentation by Fraser Campbell on 
the various settings on your Point and 
Shoot camera. These include such 
settings as Portrait, Landscape, 
Sports, Night, Flash, Macro etc. 
 

    For those interested in doing a 
quick fix of their prints in software, 
John Williamson will show a 
demonstration on how this is easily 
done in Photoshop Elements. 
   Marg Jackman will provide her 
monthly valuable tips and of course 
there will be a slide show to start 
and end the meeting. The ending 
slide show will feature photos from 
then Fletcher Garden shootout and 
also the submissions from our 
October assignment “seeing red”. 
 

Friday 5 Nov 
0915 – Opening slide 
show  
0930 – Henrys 
presentation 

    
1000 – Coffee 
1015 – Basic camera – 
Point and Shoot settings  
1035 – Marg’s hints  
1045 – Photo Shop 
         – Quick Fix  
1100 – October 
assignment (Seeing Red) 
and Shoot out photos 
(Fletcher Gardens) 

Meeting and assignment schedule 



Camera basics 
presentation is 
now on the web  
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“Busy Bee” By Diane Helmus 

Time for Halloween tips and tricks 
 

Joint Event with the Archives of the City of Ottawa 

Your Digital Photo Collection: Tips for  
organizing and preserving electronic images 
An awareness session for the amateur photographer, with practical 
presentations by a number of experts from some of Ottawa's largest 
heritage preservation institutions. 
Date/Time: Tuesday, 26 October, 7:00 - 10:00 p.m. 
Location: Ben Franklin Place (former Council Chambers), 101 
Centrepointe Drive, Ottawa. 
Cost: $30. Advance registration and payment are required. NOTE: 
Last-minute registrations will be accepted, cash only, at the 
workshop venue from 6:30 to 7:00 p.m. on 26 October. 
To obtain further information, contact David Bullock at 613-839-2479 
or bullocknunn@rogers.com 

Submit your 
October 
photos 

Topics:  
Fletcher shootout 
“Seeing Red” 

Deadline is 
Tues. 2 Nov. 

They will be shown at 
our 5 Nov. meeting 

   Halloween is a great time to be taking photographs. 
There are lots of colours, costumes and possible 
lighting effects.  
  Takes some time from handing out goodies and 
indulge your camera to capture some of the highlights. 
  Here is a link which you may find useful: 
http://www.digital-photography-school.com/halloween-
photography-tips 
  And also this short video: 
http://www.adorama.com/ALC/Article.aspx?alias=Trick
-or-Treat-Photography-
AdoramaTV&utm_source=ET&utm_medium=Email 
 

   At our October meeting last month 
Fraser Campbell gave a presentation 
on “Camera Basics”. 
   He outlined the various types of 
cameras and their advantages and 
disadvantages. These varieties 
included: 

• Ultra Compact Cameras 
• Compact Cameras 
• Advanced “Prosumer” Cameras 
• DSLR (Digital Single Lens Reflex 
Cameras) 
• Micro 4/3 Cameras 
• Interchangeable Lens Unit 
Cameras 

   Fraser then went on to describe 
how the camera is very much like the 
eye, with a lens, aperture, and a 
sensor. 
  The PowerPoint presentation is now 
on the Seniors Centre web site in pdf 
format. It can be found by going to 
www.kanatseniors.ca then clicking on 
activities at the top and finally clicking 
on Camera Club on the left side. 
   The presentation can be then 
accessed from the pull down 
newsletter menu. 
   It is intended that future 
presentations and/or useful articles 
will be made available to all members 
in the same way. 



1 table,  
2 tables,  
3 tables 
   At our meetings we have 3 tables 
set up. One is set up for registration 
and info items. We also have a table 
where those who want to bring in 
their prints for display. 
   Finally we have a table for those 
who want to sell, trade or give away 
equipment they no longer need. This 
table is usually located at the front.  
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“Boats on Fire from the Sunrise” by Fraser Campbell 

Mentors are willing to help at the 
meetings or on a one-on-one basis 

Making quality 
images 
 I need to know my equipment, I 

must know it's capabilities and it's 
limitations. This undoubtedly 
influences what type of shots I will 
go after, how I approach a scene, 
and what I can set up. 

 I need to put myself in the right 
frame of mind. I must be patient 
and observant. Rushing leads to 
mistakes more times than not. I 
constantly remind myself to take 
my time. Impetuousness is one of 
my greatest hurdles. 

 When I come upon a scene, I like 
to wander. I want to consider a 
scene from different perspectives 
before I set up the camera. When 
something catches my attention, I 
try to figure out why and work to 
capture that inspiration. 
Additionally, I may have a goal to 
photograph something specific, but 
I want to be ready for the 
unexpected opportunity. 

 When I have my shot set up, I 
check exposure, composition and 
focus. I am aware of changing 
light, depth of field and unwanted 
movement, I make compromises 
where needed, but I always 
remember what drew me to the 
subject. 

 I take notes, either during the hike 
or after. These help me remember 
the location, a future scene, 
nuances of subjects, and a myriad 
of technical specifications not 
captured in the file data. 

 After I made my first shot, I rework 
the scene from another 
perspective. I exhaust the 
photographic possibilities, the 
capabilities of my equipment, or my 
inclination to take it further. This 
can become emotionally 
exhausting, so patience (as I said 
above) becomes even more 
important. 

 After I have worked a scene, I 
pause a moment before I move on 
to push my reset button and be 
ready for the next opportunity with 
a clear mind. 

 

Marg’s Hints   
and Tips 

   Since its inception, the club has had 
education as its theme. As such a 
number of members have indicated 
that that would be willing to help others 
with specific or more general topics 
dealing with either their camera or 
photography in general.  
   This mentor group includes very 
knowledgeable photographers who are 
willing to answer your questions and 
work with you on a one to one basis. 
   They are available at 8.30 am before 
each meeting, during coffee break or 
you can contact them by telephone. 
   The list below indicates their 
individual level of expertise or interest 
and the contact information.  

   Those seeking assistance should 
bring their camera manual. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
functions of Photoshop Elements. It 
can be downloaded from 
http://www.getpaint.net/index.html) 
   One of the functions is “Curves”. 
Normally this is used to make minor 
tweaks in contrast and exposure – 
much like levels. 
   This time I was quite aggressive 
using only this control. The results are 
shown below.  
   The end product is not a photo as 
such but more a surrealistic piece of 
art. Each individual may view it 
differently, but I like it. 

Photo club website 
has gallery of photos 

“Aggressive adjustment with Curves” by Peter van Boeschoten 

How to submit your photos  
   Send them to 
cameraclub@kanataseniors.ca     
   Your assignment for the month of 
October is "Something Red" or the 
Fletcher Gardens shootout. You must 
send photos to the above address no 
later than 2 November using the 
following naming format: e.g. red car 
by john smith.jpg.  
   The photo should be at least 1MB in 
order for the photo to be projected 
clearly. If you need help renaming your 
photos or re-sizing them to meet these 
guidelines, please contact one of the 
mentors or email me with your query. 

 
    I went to the Fletcher Gardens 
shootout, took a lot of photos and 
came home with extreme 
disappointment. I ended up with many 
that were underexposed and which 
were only good for the delete bin. 
    Then I thought that I would try and 
see if I could manipulate or adjust 
them to in a rescue attempt. 
    I loaded up my Paint.net. (This is a 
free program which has most of the  
    

Bad photos can be saved with 
some aggressive software tools 

   The photo club web site is a trove of information. With 
a pulldown menu you can access all the old newsletters.  
   In addition with another pulldown menu you can view 
10 galleries of members’ photos. As each new 
assignment is concluded it will be added to the gallery. 
   Once in the gallery you need only click on the 
thumbnail image to see it larger. This also brings up 
details such as the camera, exposure, date etc. 
   Club presentations are also included in the gallery. 
   There is also a section which explains how photos 
should be submitted. 
   The website is easily accessible from the 
www.kanataseniors.ca site and the it is just a matter of 
clicking on Activities followed by Camera Club. 
   We are fortunate in having the webmaster, Bill 
Robertson, as an active member of our club. 


